Abstract
Introduction
In deep space surveillance field, as the targets (mainly satellite) are far from CCD camera on optical detector, the target's gray value spread in spot state and only occupied finite number of pixels, so it called star-point targets. In General, star point targets flooded in a huge number of fixed stars. Further, there are many kinds of noise interference target detection and tracking, for example, background noise, dark current noise and space radiation noise. How to overcome the influence of noise and extract targets from the clutter background, it is the hot field of space science and technology in current international research. It has a high application value both in the military and in the civilian field. As the fixed stars' movement reflect on the image is small, it can see as static moving relative the optical detector. In addition, the star-point targets (satellite) are closer to photoelectric detector than fixed star, its characteristic of movement is obvious. Satellite targets extracted according to trajectory analysis. For star-point target's information of position, moving rate and veins feature is lack, it is difficult to detect targets by using a single frame image, the traditional detection methods are to use multi-frame sequence image to extract moving targets. In recent years, for the problem of star point target detection, many scholars have proposed a series of algorithms. Like dynamic programming (DPA) [1] , this method avoids the problem of speed mismatch, but it has to satisfy the principle of optimality and no aftereffect. Bruno and Moura presented a Bayes model multi-frame detection and tracking algorithm [2] , the algorithm run in clutter interference to extract the rigid extended targets, but it has to limit the non-optimized dynamic programming within a certain range that it can realize algorithm's performance. In reference [3] , the detection method is to extract all point targets (including stars) as candidate targets in a given field of view, then record tracking candidate targets, based on the moving trajectory, finally removed false targets by decide conditions and extract the real interest target. However, because of large number of stars in a view and multiple targets tracking record is increasing, this method will result in increasing calculation and time-consuming, reduced real-time processing. Especially for large size, high-resolution CCD sequence image, it almost not applied to real condition. To avoid too many calculate-consuming on non-interest targets (such as fixed star) for detection and tracking, this paper proposed a detection of inter-frame difference method. This method can quickly remove the background noise, then it segment targets by using an adaptive threshold, after tagged and forecasted candidate centroid coordinate, candidate targets extracted real-time. This method fusion target search strategy to improve the accuracy of moving target detection and tracking.
Analysis of detection methods

Inter-frame difference method
In star-point sequence images, the displacement of targets is more obvious than fixed star between two inter-frames. Under this condition, it is suitable to use inter-frame difference method to detect targets [4] . The inter-frame difference method is a basic method for analyzing moving targets, which characterized by simple, fast speed and better detection. It is convenient to complete on hardware system real-time, it also can effectively suppress background noise and improve the point target signal to noise ratio, it provide the basis processing for image partition and target recognition. The principle of inter-frame difference method is to estimate the difference between two adjacent frames, to detect moving targets in t time series. On the assumption that, in a certain period of interval time 1 1 ( , ,..., )
, CCD camera get m sequence images expressed as: 
Adaptive threshold
On the assumption that, the moving displacement of background is small, the differential image ( , ) 
A threshold will impact the result of target detection directly. Only to set an appropriate threshold to segment moving target from background correctly. There are many methods used to fix on threshold, for example, histogram statistic method, the maximum gray expectation algorithm, Bernsen algorithm, Otsu algorithm and the associated entropy algorithm [5] , [6] .
In this paper, based on Bernsen algorithm, we proposed a time-sensitive threshold method. The method is to sum the maximum and the mean of gray scale of the whole image, then divided the sum by two, finally, the result as a threshold, the formula of threshold express as:
For space background sequence images, after segment by formula (3), most of pixel's gray value is 0 or small, even more the target's gray value is 255 (8-bit grayscale image). By using this method, the background area removed quickly and the target information will be better reserve. This method is fast in calculation and it suitable for real-time application.
Morphological filtering
Morphological filtering is a method which based on characteristics of image, it used pre-defined structure-element to match or to correct part image, to achieve the purpose of suppression noise and extraction targets. In recent years, it has become a tool of features analysis of image. It achieve morphological analysis and algorithms processing in parallel, this is improving the speed of image analysis and processing, so the study and application of morphological are developing in image analysis and processing constantly. The mathematical morphology comprised by a set of algebra operation [7] , 
The closed operation of F and B defined as:
Open operations can remove the isolated region or the noise spike of image, it also remove the peak which is less than the shape of structure-element. The noise can be excluded if a suitable size of structure-element (slightly larger than target) has selected. Closed operation can fill the holes or remove negative peak which is fewer than the shape of structure-element in image. In this paper, the target's brightness is higher than background in the segmented image, due to difference inter-frame image, the target's boundaries is obvious, but there is a false alarm within the target. Because of the size of target pixel is 8×8. In this design, selecting a size of 10×10 structure-element to run closed operation to estimate the segmented image, and then selecting a size of 5×5 structure-element to run open operation to estimate the closed image.
Region marking and centroid coordinate extracting
After morphological filtering processing, the residual region of opened image considered as targets, the next important step is to mark the target region in image, to match the marked value for each target region. On the assumption that, the target pixel surrounded by m (m <= 8) adjacent pixels, if a pixel gray value are equal to a gray value of point A, then the pixel and the point A has a connectivity. This paper using 8-connected region method to analyze filtered image, because of the pixel of star-point target are small, to use pixel tagging method to lessen detection missing. According to the theory of filling regional connectivity, the matching tag value got after computing. The idiographic method of regional marking introduced as below. Surrounding the pixel (x, y), on the up of pixel (x, y) is pixels (x-l, y), on the down of pixel (x, y) is pixels (x+l, y), on the left of pixel (x, y) is pixels (x, y-1), on the Star-point moving target detection and tracking on star space background Kelin Sun, Weichao Zhou, Qinzhang Wu, Jian Yu right of pixel (x, y) is pixels (x, y-1). In addition, on the four diagonal adjacent pixels is (x-1, y-1), (x-l, y+l), (x+l, y-l), (x+l, y+1), these eight pixels comprise an 8-connected regional within the filter image.
All connectivity pixels connected as a region, using centroid extracting method to position star-point target. Star-point target positioning methods divided into two types, one type is edge-based, the other is gray-based, the gray-based method is approach for smaller targets, the edge-based method is suitable for larger target. Further, gray-based method is suitable for calculating the center of image. Also, the advantage of gray-based method is in full use each point's gray information in symmetry image, and it meets the star point positioning accuracy and requirement of real-time. In real star-point image, the diameter of the star point is only a few of pixels. Therefore, this paper using gray-based method to position centroid coordinates. Formula of gray-based method show as follows. 
Trajectory forecasting and target tracking
In a sequence images, the moving star-point target leave over a trajectory, the trajectory assumed as a straight line in a short time. In this paper, based on the principle of linear regression, according to the trajectory of point target estimated to straight line, using target location information to fit least-squares linear which from adjacent frames, to forecast the target's current position. Besides, opening a search window to search moving targets, if candidate targets included in the search window, it indicates candidate target is a real target. Otherwise, if the candidate target is beyond the scope of the search window, the candidate target is a false target, then with the forecasting centroid coordinate as the current target's centroid coordinate. Finally, according to the principle of doubting grade checkout to confirm the real target, tracking it real-time.
Principle of least-squares linear fitting
The point target's centroid coordinates is ( n x , n y ) in the nth frame image. The linear fitting method is to use target's coordinate information, to fitting targets moving in a straight line. In sequence image, the target's coordinate on x-axis, y-axis is a function of time t, the moving step in the inter-frames is similar to uniform linear motion. Therefore, according to the recorded coordinate of target on x-axis, yaxis, it can fit a trajectory in straight line of the target movement.
Target trajectory linear forecasting
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Target identification and tracking
The average displacement of moving step on x-axis of point target in inter-frame is C-1) . On initialization step, the confidence level is C = 3, with the updating of tracking-record [n+1], when the confidence level C <1. It indicates there has lose real targets in three consecutive images, and then the current candidate target trajectory is a false target trajectory and it will be delete from the tracking-record [n+1]. When the confidence level C> 4. It indicates there has a match point target in two consecutive images, the current candidate target is a real target, the current candidate target trajectory is a real target trajectory, and then tracking the target real time. If the conditions not meet above of two, then continue to research targets and update trackingrecord based on confidence level. In this paper, using a sequence of real image to confirm this tracking method, the result of experiment shows as below, the tag ○ represents the real point target of detection. The tag ◇ represents not target in current image based on this detection method. Figure 3.3-a1 shows the target trajectory of real tracking-record. The flowchart of target detection and tracking algorithm shows in Figure 3 .4-a. According to the flowchart of figure 3 .4-a, the sequence image which divided in two ways to detection system real-time, the one way input real time sequence image to a buffer, the other way input to detection system directly.
Using formula (1) to subtract inter-frame images which from the two ways, and then gained a Star-point moving target detection and tracking on star space background Kelin Sun, Weichao Zhou, Qinzhang Wu, Jian Yu differential image. Using formula (2) to segment the differential image and gained a binary image.
Using formula (6) to mark target region and extract the centroid coordinate of target. According to formula (7) ~ (10) to linear fit target trajectory and forecast centroid coordinate of point target.
Surrounding the center of forecast centroid coordinate, a search window will be open for target research. Based on target confidence level to distinguish the candidate target is real target or false target, if it is the real target then tracking it real time.
Experimental results and analysis
In this section, using a real sequence star point image for experiment, the size of CCD star point image is 1024×1024, and the pixel gray level is 65536 (16bit). Experimental hardware platform is Intel (R) Core (TM) 2, 2.51GHz processor, 3.0GB of memory and its software platform is MatlabR2010b.
Because the image is 16bit BMP files, it is not a good to display in Windows direct, in order to display images in Windows, the 16bit image is converted to 8bit grayscale image in this experiment. Sequence image input to detection system rate at 1frame/s. Target first entered the filed view is at 20th frame.
The result of differential image is shown in figure ( 
